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Assrnecr

The relationship between Bangladesh and India, since the found-
ing of the former in 1971, has been complex. However, in the
past decade, a very close relationship has developed between the
two governments and the ruling parties. Significant numbers of
treaties involving economic and defense cooperaUon have been

implemented. Although several contentious issues have been re-
solved, some pressing issues remain. Cognizant of the existence of
two perspectives about this relationship, commonly described as

pro-Indian and anti-Indian, this paper explores the emergence of
these perspectives, discusses the core arguments of the critical per-
spective, and locates them within the history of the relationship
and Indids neighborhood policy.

Keywords: Bangladesh, India, Bangladesh Nationalist Party, Ban-
gladesh Awami League, Congress, BIP, Ganges, Teesta, Water Shar-
ing, Land Border Agreement (LBA), Security

La relaci6n entre India y Bangladesh: j'Saath Saatlt''
(|untos) o demasiado cerca para la comodidad?

RssuurN

La relacidn entre Bangladesh e India, desde Ia fundacidn de esta ul-
tima en lgTl,hasido muy compleja, Sin embargo, en la ddcada pa-
sada, una relacidn muy cercana se ha desarrollado entre los dos go-

biernos ylas clases que gobiernan, Se ha implementado un nrimero
significativo de tratados que tienen que ver con la cooperacidn
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de economia y defensa. Aunque se han resuelto varios problemas
poldmicos, quedan algunos problemas urgentes. Consciente de la
existencia de dos perspectivas acerca de est* relacidn*comrin*
mente descrita como pro y anti india*este documento explora la
aparici6n de estas perspectivas, discute los argumentos principales
de las perspectivas criticas y las ubica dentro de la historia de la
relaci6n y la politica de India con sus vecinos.

Palabras clave: Bangladesh,India, Partido Nacionalista de Bangla-
desh, Liga Awami de Bangladesh, congreso, BJP, Ganges, Teesta,

repartici6n d.e agua, Land Border Agreement (LBA), seguridad

EpffiX,a, El*A{f trE4n EfH +. ?

+ffiq

ffi lil tt ffr €p H.Aq *R E t qz t ff ffi m & e E DJ * E* H &t T f,rtF_*fi!fi6. f*frrE*++g, ffi trEtffi fEfi,&Hz.hle
irrtrlK#tr1xF.," tEE}E6,w*tE{in8ffi6{fffi *
nffi-D)*tl. /S"Hffi E ffitXT fL+Si.I, {E *eK€r4ffi {fr
*#& " xT Epffi X A#trffirt+.bnh, iEH,ifi ffi fitrtffi rF

trruErlErtH"*14nfr" 4fffiH 7 xffif++Lft ffi Si[, mtt'
T *ffiUl,frB!+Z,t it,#'., HH.i&Errffi*-fi WIfi yrtUEpE{nE
&ffi+*tsfHruiEtE.

Xffiifl, ffiih&, FFE' ffiin&Rffi.H, ffiIntilApffi.m,
EI*, EptrARH' EiFJ, fEffi1#14, Jt$zJtiffi, (*,&,rA
tHfi.ir.) , *,+,

Introduction

f n the past decade, the relationship

I b"t*."n Bangladesh and India has

Iundergone a remarkable change, as

the two goyenrments have inked doz-

ens of deals and closely cooperated on

various issues. This dramatic closeness

of these two countries, especially at the

government levels, is described by the

leaders of both countries and diplomats

as "the golden agd and closest ever

since 2008.1

Howevet there is another per-

spective on the growing close relation-
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ship which views India as domineering,
andthe relationship as uneven. Theper-
spective is often not highlighted in the
extant discussions on this bilateral re-
lationship. This paper intends to bring
forth this perspective and examine its
arguments. Through a chronological
narrative of the p^st 47 years, this paper
intends ta show that the ebb and flow of
this relationship has been influenced by
domestic political considerations and
Indids neighborhood policies.

The two contending perspec-

tives that dominate the public psyche

in Bangladesh are broadly described as

pro-Indian and anti-Indian. The former
perspective highlights the role cf India
in the birth of Bangladesh, underscores

the historical and cultural ties between
these two countries, and until the rise
of the BfP to porArer in 2014, pointed
to the secularist traditions of these two
countries. The latter perspective, while
acknowledging India's help in the war
of independence, insists on focusing on
the unresolved issues between these two
countries, views India as a hegemonic
power, and expresses suspicions about
India due to its role in other neighbor-
ing countries. There is ao dearth of lit-
erature on the first perspective, while
the critical perspective, particularly its
core arguments, has seldom received its
due attention. This paper intends to ex-

amine its core arguments.

These perspectives are the results
of perceptions about each other. As
"perceptions are not simple phenorne-
na to divine; they are deeply embedded
in the historical consciousnrss of each

countryi'2 they have emerged out of the

history of Bangladesh-India relations
in the pasl47 years. Indeed, history is
open to interpretations. There are sev-

eral narratives which contribute to the
construction of various perceptions. It
is equally important to note that "an

interplay of a complex set of social,
political, economic and psychological
factors'"3 play into the construction of
perception of the "otherl' Therefore,
history is not the only determinant of
the perceptions of the Bangladeshis;
geographical proximity and asymmetry
in power play significant roles. Howev-
er, this paper is not an exploration of
the perceptions per se, and how per-
ceptions influenced the policies. In-
stead, the paper intends to explore the
historical pathway of these contending
perspectives.

Background

[1he 2008 election in Bangladesh,

t which was held after a two-year
I hiatus of democracy, brought

the Bangladesh Awami League (BAL)
to power. It was the second term of the
BAL with Sheikh Hasina at the helm
since the new democratic era began

in 1991. Since then, at least lll agree-
ments have been signed between the
two countries in various sectors; a rnem-
orandum of understanding (MOU) for
defense cooperation has been inked by
both Prime Ministers; India has provid-
ed three lines of credit worth $8 billion
including $500 million for defense pro-
curement; the tand Border Agreement
(LBA) has been implemented after
more than 40 years of delay; disputes
on the maritime boundary have been
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settled through an international arbi-
tration process; total trade has reached

$7.5 billion, and India has begun sup-
plyrng electricity to Bangladesh. Ban-
gladesh, in turn, has eliminated all
hideouts of Indian militant groups in
Bangladesh, provided land transit fa-
cilities to India for reaching the north-
eastern states, and given right to India
to access its ports for trading purposes.
However, in recent years, the unease
expressed about the nature and future
trajectory of the relationship has wor-
ried some Bangladeshi analysts, syrnpa-
thetic to India: "Is India losing a trusted
friend?"4 In India, the opposition Indi-
an National Congress commented, "our
relationship with Bangladesh, a coun-
try that India shares a historically rich
and prosperous relationship with, is
[ ... ] seeing signs of stressl's In some
mexsures, this twin-trach of optimism
and anxiefy, is not new, and as I will
show later, it has been the defining char-
acteristic of the relationship between
two neighbors for the past 4V yearrs.

What makes the relationship important
and worth exploring is that since 2008 it
was expected to take a new turn but, in
reality, it has tread the old path.

The Relationship, 1972-2OA6:
More Ebb Than Flow?

elationships between Bangla-
desh and India have been'tom-

challenging, tense and
crisis-rid.den and overwhelmed by ac-
cusation and counter-accusationl'6 Ge-
ography and history serve as the point
of departure of relationships between
these two countries. Bangladesh is sur-

rounded by India except an opening
through &e Bay of Bengal and a small
border with Myanmar, and as a lower
riparian country, it shares 54 rivers with
India. Some analysts have described
this as the "tyranny of geographyi'7
Aside from the long historical and cul-
tural ties between these countries, India
played a pivotal role in the emergence
ofBangladesh as an independent coun-
try in 1971. Thanks to these unalterable
factors, Bangladesh-India relations re-
main an issue of immense importance
and a matter of contention in Bangla-
deshi domestic politics. Domestic poli-
tics, particularty which party is in pow-
er, have influenced the policies of both
India and Bangladesh and consequently
the trajectory of the relationship.

India's role as the midwife in the
independence of Bangladesh put the
former in the driver's seat in determin-
ing the course of the relationship in the
early days of Bangladeshl "in the im-
mediate post-liberation period, Indian
influence in major policymaking was a
notable feature of Bangladesh foreign
policy''8 and "India [hadJ more often
than not loomed large on Bangladeslfs
strategic horizonle Notwithstanding
"the signs of stress and strairf in the
relationship during the early years of
Bangladesh's independence,lo the two
countries remained close while some
criticisms were featured in public dis-
courses. These criticisms largely came
from two distinctly different sources:

the anti-liberation forces and radical
left. The anti-liberation forces were
mainly supporters of the |amaat-i-Is-
lami (JI) and the Muslim League. The

radical left forces, which participated
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in the liberation with their bases inside
Bangladesh, viewed India as a regional
hegemon. The "honeymoon period'lr
lasted until the brutal coup d'6tat in Au-
gust 1975 whichkilled President Sheikh
Mujibur Rahman and removed the BAL
from power- In addition to the state pol-
icy of a close bond between the coun-
tries, the relationship between ruling
parties was an important element. Ideo-
logical affinitybetween the Indian Con-
gress led by Indira Gandhi and the BAL
led by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman and the
personal rapport between these two
leaders shaped the friendship. How-
ever, "Indian training of |atiyo Rakhi
Bahini (IRB-national defense forces),
the l0-mile long free trade zone, t}re
non-requirements of visas just after the
liberation of Bangladesh and the sign-
ing of the LgT?Treaty of Friendship all
added to the suspicion regarding Indids
intentionl'12

The military regime of Ziaw
Rahman (1975-1981) brought a signif-
icant shift in the foreign policy orienta-
tion of the country; closer relationships
with China, the United States, and the
Muslim countries of the Middle East

marked the shift. Domestic political
changes, particularly the nationalist
posture of the Zia regime, adoption of
territoriality-based national identity,
encouragement of religion in the pub-
lic sphere, elimination of secularism as

a state principle, and allowing Islamist
political parties to operate engendered
seeds of mistrust on the Indian side.
These changes were not viewed chari-
tably by India. The relationship became

uptight. The sharing of Ganges water is-
sue, thrusted into international forums

by Bangladesh, further exacerbated the
relationship.13

Evidently, threat perception be*

came the dominant characteristic of
relations between these two countries.
"Threat perception is a state of mind
defined by fear of other or others who
are believed to be" at the minimum,
predisposed to undermining one's core

values such as physical survival and
quality of lifelln In the case of Bangla-

desh, the perception was "India can

foment disorder and suhversion with-
in Bangladesh';ls India, on the other
hand, was "troubled by the thought of
a hostile Bangladesh in proximity to its
volatile northeastern quadrant. It had
no reason to tnrst Bangladesh's military
establishment and it [was] wary of Zia's
overtures to Pakistan and Chinal'16

The sense of fear among the Ban-
gladeshi political elite can be ascribed
to the arymmetrical power setting-
both economic and political*and the

domineering role of India in South Asia
since its acquisition of nuclear pow*
er in L974. The foreign minister of the
Zia government, Muhammad Shamsul
Huq, described the overarching orien-
tation of the Zia regime's policy as "the
dilemmas of a weak statel'r7 Ramped
up anti-Indian rhetoric in Bangladesh,
especially by the ruling elites including
the cabinet ministers, demonstrated the
sense offear.

With the defeat of the Indi-
an Congress in the 1977 election and
a non-Congress goYernment led by
Morarji Desai in power, the relations

improved. "Disproving the concept that
Congress was the onlyfriend of Bangla-
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desh, Desai made a visit to Bangladesh
ostensibly to show India's friendliness.
One of the major outcomes of this visit
was discussion on the thorny Farakka
Barrage,leading to formation of a ]oint
River Commission by the two coun-
triesl'r8

While there were several issues

of contention between these two coun-
tries, water sharing, demarcation of a
land border (an agreement was signed
between the two countries in 1974 and
ratified by Bangladesh, but the Indian
parliament was unable to ratifu it be-
cause of domestic political opposition),
ownership of New Moore Island/South
Talpatfy, and India's support for the
rebels of Chittagong Hill T?acts became
the principal irritants. Of these, Ban-
gladesh's attempt to internationalize the
water sharing issue exasperated India
the most. The issue was tentatively re-
solved through the Ganges W'ater Trea-
ty signed in September L977 and con-
sequently signs of a closer relationship
became visible. However, this phase

lasted only until Congress returned
to power in 1980. Additionally, Ziu,*
Rahman's proposal in L979 to create a

regional forum of South Asian coun-
tries (later emerged as the South Asian
Association of Regional Cooperation-
SAARC), which gained momentum in
early 1980, wa$ yiewed in New Delhi as

an effort to create a bloc against India
to regionalize bilateral issues; this in-
creased the trust-deficit.

The assassination of Ziaur Rah-
man (May l98l) and the assumption of
power by General H.M. Ershad (March
1982) changed the tone and tenor ofthe

relationship. India, in effect, welcomed
the change.le The subsequent eight
years of relations between the military
and pseudo-civilian regime of Ershad
(March l982-December 1990) and In-
dian governments led by the Congress
was intriguing. The Ershad government
adopted policies of Islamization includ-
ing making Islam the state religion,
strengthened the relationship with Is-
lamic countries, and occasionally used
rhetoric against India in domestic pol-
itics to rally support, and yet coopera-
tion with India grew. There were sev-

eral efiensions of the Ganges Treatp
signing of an agreement to cooperate
in checking cross-bnrder insurgency,
extension of bilateral trade agreements,

signing of an inland trade and tran'
sit protocol allowing Indian vessels to
pass through Bangladesh, to name a
few. Yet, there was liule pressure from
India for democratization or expression

of any discomfort with Islamizatiou
conversely, the Bangladesh government
didnt make any serious objections to
the barbed-wire fencing along the In-
do-Bangladesh border which began in
r986.

After Ershad was deposed in
a popular urban uprising in Decem-
ber 1990, a free and fair election held
in 1991, first in the nations history,
brought the Bangladesh Nationalist
Party (BNP) to power under the leader-

ship of Khaleda Zia, With a non-Con-
gress party in power in New Delhi and
a non-Al party in power in Dhaka, an
almost repeat of the 1977 situation oc-
curred. T1lre L992 visit of Khaleda Zia to
New Delhi was hailed as "the harbinger
of more active and dynamic bilateral
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relations"20 but sheer inaction on both
sides fuushed the relationship towards
stagnation." The former Indian High
Commissioner to Bangladesh Much-
kund Dubey, in an interview in 2002,
commented,'in this larger share of the
blame rnust be attributed to the bigger
neighbor who is endowed with great-
er capacityi'zr Excluding a few positive
developments, for example, signing a

999-yeu lease agreement regarding a

corridor to an enclave,z2 conclusion of
agreements regarding repatriation of
Chakma refugees and Indian irryest-
ment in Bangladeshs railway sector,
the relationship began to descend into
routine and then became strained, par-
ticularly when Bangladesh ditched the
bilateral path to push the water sharing
issue to the Commonwealth in 1993 and
to the UN General Assembly in 1995.

When the BAL returned to pow-
er tn 7996 after being in the political
wilderness for 2L years, the relation-
ship began to warm up. Despite India's
domestic political instability and the
cautious move of the BAL government
about the relationship with India, due to
the fragile coalition, the 30-year Ganges

Water Sharing Tieaty was signed (De-

cember 12, L996), and thanks to the
blessings of the Indian government,
the treaty between the Chittagong Hill
Tracts rebels aad the government was
also made possible (December 2,L997).
The arrest of ULFA leader Anup Chetia
in 1997 sent a clear signal that the BAL
will not continue the policy of turning
a blind eye to the presence of the Indi
an insurgent groups inside Bangladesh.
The relationship took a downturn after
the Bharatrya Janata Party (BJP) was

elected to office in March 1998. This is
l*gely due to the controversial stance
of the BIP regarding the alleged iliegal
migration from Bangladesh, and the
accusation of the presence of ISI*sup-
ported militant $oups in Bangladesh.23

The BJP turned the "illegal migration'
issue into a communal problem.za ln a

surprising development, in April 2001,
clashes between border security forces

along the Bangladeshi border with the
Indian state of Meghalaya led to the
deaths of 16 Indian border troops and
three members of the Bangladesh Rifles
(BDR). Indian sentiments were out-
raged by the alleged maltreatment of
Indian soldiers by Bangladeshi troops,
both disbelief and praise for the BDR
became palpable in Bangladesh.

In October 2001, when the BNP
returned to power with the Islamist
parties, particularly the Bangladesh )a-
maat-i-Islami (BJI), as coalition mern-
bers, Indian policymakers (especially
the ruling BIP) made no effort to hide
their discomfort. The uneasiness was
augmented by Khaleda Zia's visit to Bei-
jing and signing of an umbrella defense

cooperation agreement. Indian media
suggested that the intimate relation-
ship was intended to bring China into
South Asia politics,25 and'the Pakistan
President, Pervez Musharraf, may have
played the role of a ?nidwife in the
whole processl'26 An Indian analyst cau-
tioned, "the policy and decision-makers
in Bangladesh need to ponder long and
hard whether China can provide the
strategic insurance it seeks against In-
dia'.'27

The installation of the Con-
gress-led United Progressive Alliance
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(UPA) in 2004 brought few changes
in policies. However, the leaders of the
two countries'nrere demonstrating im-
patience in private and in public.Indian
perception and policies were dictated
by &e developments within Bangla-
desh. Islamist militant groups prolif-
erated and were engaged in a number
of attacks causing serious concerns
among the international communrryzs
Indian allegations of illegal migration,
presence of insurgents' camps in Ban-
gladesh irked the Bangladeshi govern-
m€nt, while Bangladesh's insistence on
ratification of the LBA, demarcation
of the maritirne boundary, the trea-
ty for water sharing of common rivers
such as Teesta, reducing barriers on
Bangladeshi goods to the Indian mar-
ket to reduce the trade deficit was not
well received in New Delhi. India's de-
cision to not attend the February 2005
SAARC summit at Dhaka on security
grounds*leading to the cancellation of
the sumrnit-brought the strained rela-
tionship to the public realm.

Indian policymakers were con-
vinced that during the period of Iftal-
dea Zia's government "separatists and
terrorists in India received covert Pa-

kistani support as the Bangladeshi au-
thorities looked the other wayi'8 There
were valid reasons for Indids suspicions
and fear as there were dear indications
that the insurgents in northeastern In-
dia were receiving moral and material
support of the people connected to the
BNP-led government-accidental sei-
zure of 10 trucks of weapons at a pofi
in Chittagong in 2004 destined to an
Indian insurgent group proved the
point. Overall, *India*Bangladesh ties

had reached their lowest ebb during the
2001-2086 tenure of the BNP Govern-
mentls0In the midst of serious political
violence and uncertainty regarding the
forthcoming election, a military-backed
caretaker government (CTG) assumed
power and ruled the country between
2007 and 2008. The CTG enjoyed a

cordial relationship and unqualified
support of the Indian government, as

narrated in the autobiography of Pra-
nab Mukherjee. Yet, India remained
suspicious of any future developments
that may pose a challenge to its securig.

India's Neighborhood
Policy: Living in "A. Perilous
Neighborhood"?

T Jnderstanding India's neigh-

I I borhood policy, particularly in
\-/ recent y.*rr, requires an exaln-

ination of India's self-perception. In the
past decades, the Indian economy has

substantially grown and in addition to
the possession of nuclear weapons, its
military capability has been expanded
and modernized with higher defense

expenditures.3l Ind,ia has become a sig-

nificant player on the global stage. Con-
sidering various dimensions of power
projections, it is still considered a mid-
dle power or a regional power.3? There

are three ways to become a regional
power, according to Sridharan, "by con-
sentl' "by virtue of having the power of
compulsion over its neighbours (sic)i'
and "by virtue of relative size, without
necessarily b**g able to impose its will
or get its wayi'33India is often described
as a middle power, by the third criteri-
on, but I argue, in contrast to Sridha-
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ran, India attempts to project the power
compulsion as it considers itself a mid-
dle power with the aspiration of becom-
ing a global power. Both its status and
aspiration determine its behavior.

India's aspiration has been ar-
ticulated in clear terms for some time.
For example, in the context of India's
maritime ambition, Pranab Mukherjee,
in2007,long before assuming the Pres-
idency, said, "after neady a millennia of
inward and landward focus, we are once

again turning our gaze outwards and
seawards, which is the natural direction
of view fot a nation seeking to reestab-
lish itself, not simply as a contineRtal
power, but even more so as a maritime
power, and consequently as one that
is of significa{ce on the world stagei'34

Indids heightened effort to erpand its
naval capabilities in recent decades,

expanding its influence in the Indian
Ocean area by reaching out to littoral
states, and its growing assertiveness in
the Indian Ocean are indications that it
is now more confident in regard to its
capabilities to counter any land-based
threat to its national security"

Although India projects confi-
dence and perception that it is capable
of dealing with the challenges emanat-
ing from its land-based neighbors, it
also suffers from a threat perception.
The perception of its capability is a re-
sult of foreign and strategic policies it
has pursued for a long time. The policy
approach is best described as a ton-
centric circles" approach. Indian Prime
Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee stated

i.li.20A2, "just as Kautilya talked of the
circles of states, a useful conceptual

framework for the consideration of In-
dids foreign policy would be to view it
as concentrations of three concentric
circles around a central axis-the first
of our immediate region, the second of
the iarger world and third of overarch-
ing global issuesl'3s This was echoed in
the2007 statement ofthe Congress Par-
ty-led administration, "from a broader
perspective, we regard our security as

lying in a neighborhood of widening
of concentric circles."36 l,Yhile this ap-
proach reveals Indian policpnakers'
strategic thinking, it can be argued that
it is not unique to India. But, we must
also take into consideration Kautilya's
suggestion that immediate neighbors
should be suspected at all times (that is
neighboring states are to be looked at as

potential enemies, even if friendly rela-
tions prevail in the immediate present).
Whether India expresses this view or
not, India's neighbors tend to think that
this is how India views its neighbors.

Although Indian foreign policy
has been articulated in the three con-
centric circles frame only recently, its
regional security policy has long re-
flected this mindset. The essence of In-
dia's regional policy has been akin to the
Monroe Doctrine, which is occasional-
ly referred to as the "Indira Doctrinel'
Indian regional security doctrine has

been, according to Hagerty, "that India
strongly opposes outside intervention
in the domestic affairs of other South
Asian nations, especially by external
powers whose goals are perceived to be

inimical to Indian interestsl'37 India's
involvement in Sri Lanka's civil war be-

tween 1983 and 1990, including a mil-
itary presence in the country; military
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intervention in the Maldives in 1988

to foil the coup; and blockade of Nepal
in 1989*1990 during the Monarchy's
flirtation with China are reflective of
this doctrine. The 1990 Nepal episode
would have been a distant memory if
the country had not faced the unofficial
blockade once again in 2Ol5 after Nepal
adopted a new constitution, and had
Bhutan not faced almost similar threats
in 2013 when India denied fuel subsi-
dies. The Bhutan situation was viewed
as tacit interjection into domestic poli-
tics, because ofthe upcoming elections.
Allegations that the Indian intelligence
agency was involved in Sri Lankan
President Mahinder Rajapakse's defeat
in 2014 are often added to this list by
analysts in Bangladesh. They argue,
echoing Talukdar Maniruzzaman, that
these neatly fit into India's earlier be-
haviors: occupation of Kashmir, Iun-
aga&, and Hyderabad during 1947;
Indids liberation of Goa in L96l-L962
and the annexation of Sikkim in 1975.

In view of Maniruzzamarr, these serve
as sources of threats to Bangladesh's

security.3s This is not to say that India
has been successful in implementing
the Doctrine, as C. Raja Mohan com-
mented, "'This Indian variation of the
Monroe Doctrine, involving qpheres of
influence, has not been entirely success-

ful in the past, but it has been an article
of faith for many in the Indian strategic
communityl'3e

There were two instances when
India had fiverted from the Indira
Doctrine, in 1977 and in 1991. During
the |anata Dal government, in 1977,
an idea of "beneficial bilateralism" was

advanced by Atal Bihari Yajpayee, the

then foreign minister. The central el-
ements of the policy according to Va-
jpayee, were clearing "the cobwebs of
suspicionl' removing "misunderstand-
ingi' and banishing the fear of inter-
ferencel' "In seeking cooperation from
and offering it to [the] neighbours ...

an open policy of friendship, mutually
advantageous cooperation and equal
and beneficial bilateralism" were un-
derscored.ao

This approach ensured a warm-
er relationship with Bangladesh and
resulted in a water sharing treatp As
mentioned previously, with the return
of Congres$ to power, the policy was

not only abandoned but also a rigid at-
titude was taker toward Bangladesh.at

The second instance is the intro-
duction of the short-lived "Gujral Doc-
trinel'The doctrine was about reaching
out asymmetrically to neighbors. The

first of the five points of the doctrine
was with neighbors like Bangladesh,

Bhutan, Maldives, Nepal, and Sri Lan-
ka, India would not ask for reciprocity
but would give and accommodate what
it could in good faith and trust. Anoth-
er stated that no country should inter-
fere in the internal afairs of another.

But the doctrine did not go very far.

The Sri Lanka experience, particularly
the assassination of Rajiv Gandhi by the
Tamil militants in 199L, was instrumen-
tal in the emergence of the Gujral Doc-
trine. '?\. true security doctrine outlasts
its originators, thrives under different
leadership, and survives shifting politi-
cal tidesl' Hagerty reminded us; we now
know however that the Gujral Doctrine
did not survive shifting political tides.
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Indids Monroe Doctrine returned, es-

pecially after 9111.

Misplaced U.S. foreign policy
initiatives and a growing security threat
from within after 9/11 bolstered Indiat
perception that it is located in a peril-
ous neighborhood; in the words of an
Indian analyst, the Indian perception
was-and still is*that it is "being sur-
rounded on all sides by unstable de-

mocracies, conflict-ridden ccuntries,
militant activity, authoritarian leaders

or weak government.'42 This assessrnent

was furthered by the Bush adminis-
tratiort's active support for the Indian
aspiration to become a global power,
especially a maritime power as a coun-
terweight to the Chinese naval presence

in the Indian Ocean. Comments made
by the State Department's spokesperson
on March 26,2A05, are worth recalling
here "[We wouldl help India become a

major world power in the 21*t century.
... We understand fully the implications,
including the military implications of
that statement:4?

Coupled with its long-standing
strategic doctrine, these developments
led to securitization of India's relation-
ship with all other South Asian couR*

tries. It was within this frame that India
began to locate its assessment of Ban-
gladesh. Political and security situations
within Bangladesh after 2001, particu-
larly between 2005 and 2006, shaped its
policy toward its neighbor. The initial
reluctance of Khaleda Zia's governrnent
to address the militancy issue; the pres-

ence of some regional militant groups;

and the use of Bangladesh as a sanctu-
ary by Indian insurgents were all viewed

through a security-centric prism. Indi-
an policymakers were convinced that
the worst-case scenario*Bangladesh
as a hotbed of terrorism-was in the
making. The Khaleda regime's failure to
engage India in a constructive manner
and the defense agreement with China
didnt auger well with India,

The New Era of Relationship
(2009-2018): "New Pathi' oSath

Sath,' or *A Client State?"

A gainst the backdrop of the long

A history of a cordial relationship
I LU.t*"un the BAL and the Indi-
an Congress, the election of the BAL in
2009 offered an excellent opportunity
to break new ground and build a dura-
ble relationship between the two states,

Such an expectation was not unreal-
istic also because India played an in-
strumental role in bringing the BAL to
power, as the autobiography of the then
President Pranab Mukherjee alluded to.

According to Mukherjee, he personally
interjected during the military-backed
CTG (2007-200S) for Sheikh Hasina's

release and political survival. In his au-

tobiography, Coalition Years, Mukher-
jee writes that in February 2008, he
"irnpressed upon" the then Bangladesh

Army Chief Moin U. Ahmed during
his visit to New Delhi the importance
of releasing all political prisoners. Ad-
ditionally,

He [Moin Ahmed] was appre-
hensive about his dismissal by
Sheikh Hasina after her release.

But I took personal responsibil-
ity and assured the general of his
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survival after Hasina's return to
power.

In fact, when some Awami
League leaders deserted her
when she was in jail, I rebuked
them for their stand and told
them thatto leave someone when
they are down is unethical.e

Mukherjee's candid description
augmented the perception that In-
dia meddles "in the internal affairs of
Bangladesh" with a "big brotherly atti-
fude."as Interestingly enough, such al-
legation also came from Sheikh Hasina
when she publicly alleged that the In-
dian intelligerice agency RAW (and the
U.S. embassyin Dhaka) was instrumen-
tal in her defeat in the 2001 election.a6

Nevertheless, there was quite a
propitious beginning in 2009 as Ban-
gladesh prioritized addressing security
concerns of India and dismantled in-
surgent hideouts, handed oYer mem-
bers of rebel groups and members of
regional terrorist groups.aT In ]anuary
2010, when Sheikh Hasina made her of-
ficial visit to New Delhi to sign a series
of agreements, Indian Prime Minister
Manrnohan Singh promised to build a
new future with Bangladesh. He said,
"The time has come to chart a new path.
l{e are ready to pursue a bold vision for
our relations, based on mutual respect
and benefiti'48 Unprecedented cooper-
ative relations emerged between these

two countries as several agreements
were signed regarding infrastructure
development, connectivity, and the use

of the ports of Chittagong and Mong-
la by tndia, Nepal, and Bhutan. The $1

billion credit facility to Bangladesh in
2010, easing of tariff barriers for some
Bangladeshi products to the Indian
market indicated an extraordinary
bon-homie which was often described
by members of Indian and Bangladeshi
governments as an ireversible friend-
ship.

At that point, public expecta-

tions were that India will break way
from its past ofpreference for one polit-
ical party, address unresolved bilateral
issues (instead of adding more), engage

with Bangladesh objectively, and the
country wont be viewed as a $ource of
threat to India. Steps taken by the Ban-
gladesh government to build a cordial
relationship received widespread sup-
port*from various political parties,
research organizations, think tanks,
business leaders, and members of civ-
il society.ae 1,Vhat used to be the "India
Cardl' that is portraying India as the
mortal enemy and using it as a mobili-
zation tool in elections and politics,lost
its appeal to &e larger population as the
election result demonstrated. But "the
initial burst of optimism soon lost mo-
mentum,"m thanks to India's decision to
move forward with the construction of
the Tipaimukh dam on the Barak river
in the Indian state of Maniput source
of the Meghna river in Bangladesh, and
the proposed Infian Rivers Interlink
project. The loss of momentum was also
due to India's reluctance to address is-

sues such as the Land Boundary Agree-
ment (LBA), sharing of waters of com*
mon rivers including the Teesta River,

and unabated killings on the border by
Indian border guards,sl to name a few.
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Indian Frime Minister Man-
mohan Singtt's visit to Dhaka in Sep-

tember 2011 prompted a "tsunami of
expectationsl'52 Signing of two treaties,
an accord on sharing the waters of the
Teesta river and a deal granting India
overland access across Bangladesh to its
land-locked nortleastern states, were
expected to make this visit historic. But
the last-minute decision of the Indian
Government, under pres$nre from the
West Bengal Chief Minister not to sign
the water sharing deal, forced Bangla-
desh ts defer signing the transit treaty.

Although several MOUs on economic
cooperation and a protocol regarding
the enclaves along the disputed borders
were signed, the visit failed to live up to
expectations. What added to the per-
ception that India is unwilling to con-
sider Bangladesh as an equal \,vas the
failure of the UPA government to im-
plement the land slyap protocol signed
by Frime Minister Singh, because of
opposition from the BJP in the parlia-
ment. In Bangladesh, it was viewed as a

repeat af 1974 and the LBA. The much
promised "new pattf' remained untrav-
eled.

Yet, it was not lost in public per-
ception that cooperation between Ban-
gladesh and India is a necessifynot only
for interests of both countries, but also
for the region, and that enormolrs eco-
nomic gains can be achieved in bo&
countries through respectful coopera-
tion. Khale&aZia,then the leader of the
opposition, was assured during her vis-
itto NewDelhi in November 2Al2 of an
open mind, and of efforts to overcome
"past wounds" and "past bitternessl' She

insisted that "sustained and open dia-

logue and discussions for [ ... ] mutual
interest and benefi.t should form part of
the very core of lfiel relationship. At
the same time, respect for each other's
independence and sovereignty must be
all-pervasivel'53 If her itinerary was of
any indication, New Delhi responded
well to her gesture. But her decision to
cancel a scheduled meeting with Presi-
dent Pranab Mukherjee in March 2013
while he was visiting Dhaka, citing se-

curlry concer[s, was surprising and a
clear snub to the Indian establishment.

As the Bangladesh election ap-
proached in2014 and the international
community began to call for an inclu-
sive electioa, India viewed it as interna-
tional meddling in its backyard. It pro-
vided unqualified support to the BAL
in its bid to conduct the pollingwithout
the participation of the opposition. In-
dids Foreign Secretary, Sujatha Singh,

visited Bangladesh in early December
2013, and during a meeting with Gen-
eral H.M. Ershad, the leader of the IB
advised him to participate in the elec-

tion.sa Although some Indian media
tried to explain the decision of support-
ing BAL as a result of frustration with
the BNP's intransigent attitude toward
India,5s the perceived security threat
emanating from the possible victory of
the opposition determined the actions
of India. At that point, Indian policy
discourses on Bangladesh were no lon-
ger about a friend with historical ties

but a country sifirated within the larger
regional and global frame, which may
become a serious threat to its security.
India's action, which helped BAL to se-

cure a hollowvictory in the most violent
election of the history of Bangladesh, is
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viewed by many as an open partisan
position about Bangladeslfs internal
politics. This decision might have bene-
fited India in the short term but engen-
dered more skepticism about Indian
intent and fomented more anti-Indian
feeling among Bangladeshi citizens in
the long run. This kind of anti-Indian
sentiment becomes visible in mundane
issues. For example, in fanuary 2018, a

few pictures posted in the Indian High
Commission website during the visit of
the former President Pranab Mukherjee
created uproar in social media. The pic-
tures in question depicted Mr. Mukher-
jee sitting on a chair while dignitaries
from Bangladesh, inclufing the former
Bangladeshi President General Ershad,
were standing; similar photos with oth-
er Bangladeshi ministers, intellectuals,
and political leaders were also post-
ed. These pictures went viral and were

identified as syrnbols of the unequal
relationship between these two coun-
tries; many described this as an insult to
Bangladeshi dignitaries. These pictures
went viral and the High Commission
decided to take them down.56

The election of the BfP in 201a
produced conflicting reactions in Ban-
gladesh based on differing perceptions
and expectations. The BJP's long-stand-
ing anti-Muslim rhetoric and pre-elec-
tion promise of deporting illegal Ban-
gladeshi immigrants caused anxiety
across the board. In the political arerta,
the BNP was hoping that,like previous
occasions, a non-Congre$s governmefit
will make a course correction in Indids
Bangladesh policy. As the INC and the
BAL enjoyed a close relationship for de-
codes, the latter was initially unsure of

the future trajectory and immediately
showed some overtures to China as a
possible ally, but soon expressed satis-
faction. Narendra Modit pronounce-
ment of the "Neighbourhood First"
policy raised hopes for both the BAL
and the BNP. Evidently, the policy was

prompted by three factors: search for
stability in the Northeastern states, ad-
dressing contentious relationships with
its neighbors, and countering the grow-
ing influence of China in South Asia.57

Bangladesh was bound to feature prom-
inently in the new policy. As such, the
2015 visit of Modi to Bangladesh was
received with enthusiasm. The BNP',s

claim ahead of the visit that it "never
pursued anti-Indian politics in the past"

might not be true, but its promise that it
"wont do in future"58 was a positive de-
velopment. "This was arguably the first
time in the history of bilateral relations
that both major parties in Bangladesh
expressed unprecedented eagerness to
be in New Delhi's good books."se

In addition to signing 22 agree-
ments including the LBA, establish-
ment of a Special Economic Zone in-
side Bangladesh for Indian companies,
Indian investments in the energy sector,

and offering a credit line of $2 billion,
Modi declared, "While people thought
lve were just near (paas-paas) to each

othet now the world would harre to
acknowledge that we are not just paas-
paas but also saath-saath (together)i'60

The long-standing issue of providing
transit to northeastern states of India,
which was opposed by the BNP for
decades,6t was formalized, although in
effect transit facilities began in 2AL2

wherr Bangladesh allowed India's Oil
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and Natural Gas Corporation to ferry
heavy machinery turbines, and car-
go through Ashuganj for the Palatana
Power project in southern Tripura. The

central concern of Bangladesh-a water
sharing agreement of Teesta-remained
unaddressed, so were the issues of trade
deficit and killings of Bangladeshis on
the border. trtrhile steps toward cooper-
ation received applause from business
sectors and allies of the government,
there were criticisms among some Ban-
gladeshis and an impression that India
had not reciprocated. There was a mis-
match between the promise and the
delivery, as an Indian analyst acknowl-
edged.62

The high-profile visit of Modi
serves as an example ofcontending per-
ceptions and their arguments. 'If the
purpose was to try and win the hearts
and minds of a people and government,
with whom In&a's relationship has been
fraught with bitter-sweet complexities,
it has workedi'said a former diplomat.63
The sentiment is echoed by many, par-
ticularly in the pro-government media.
Even those who praised both the Prime
Ministers for their visions of "a new
pathway of progress and prosperity to
eliminate poverty" tacitly expressed a
$ense of frustratiofl: "It is hoped that
border killings will come to a complete
halt, the trade deficit for Bangladesh is
drastically reduced and that sharing of
waters of all common rivers becomes a

realityl'il Referring to the agreements
and MOUs, especially ensuring the us-
age of two Bangladeshi ports by tndia,
another analyst raised the question,
"India has achieved its strategic aim*
have we?"6s

While underscoring the impor-
tance of connectivity, "a euphemism
for transit and transshipmentl' analysts
have remiuded that "if Bangladesh is

India-locked it cannot be lost upon In*
dia that the Indian northeast is Bangla-
desh-lockedl' and therefore, it is India's
security interest which is driving the
deal more than the benefit to Bangla-
desh.66 It is also not lost to Bangladeshis
that the "Bangladesh corridor is vital to
Infia's X.ct East' policyi"' and thereftrre,
India needs Bangladesh no less than the
latter needs India.

The perception that Bangladesh
is increasingly becoming deeply in-
tegrated into the ambit of Indian eco-

nomic interests at the expense of its
own economic well-being, geostrate-

gic interests and secunty have featured
prominently in public discourses and
expert opinions. For examplg the cur-
rent amangements of importing power
from India, providing a power corridor
to India and allowing large-scale invest-
ment in the Bangladeshi energy sector
by Indian companies, have raised the
question 'tould an overt dependence
on Indian electricity spell danger for
Bangladesh's strategic interests?"68 fhis
perception is further strengthened be-
cause of the construction of the 1,320

MW Rampal coal-based power plant
by an Indian energy company, despite
objections from experts of both coun-
tries6e and UNESCO, due to potential
adverse impacts on the worldt largest
mangrove forest Sunderban*a world
heritage site. The growing trade be-
tween these two countries, plugged as

a success, also has become a source of
apprehension. Of the $6.5 billion for-
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mal trade between these two colln-
tries, Bangladesht export has remained
about $500 million, making India the
country yrith which Bangladesh has the
highest trade deficit. The trend between
2010*2011 and 2A15-2016 shows an
increase in deficit rather than a decline:
in 2010*2011, Bangladestfs export was

$512 million as opposed to an import
of $4.56 billion; in 2015*2016, Bangla-
desh exported goods worth $689 mil-
lion, n'hile its imports reached $5.45
billion.70 Despite the removal af 46
textile items from the sensitive list and
providing zero-duty acce$s by India in
2011, nontariff barriers remain prin-
cipal obstacles to trade. Imposition of
12.5o/s countervailing duty on export
of Bangladeshi readymade garments in
20l?has adversely affected the growth.

Bangladesh's alignment with
India in foreign policy measures has

not met with enthusiasm among Ban-
gladeshis. For example, in 2016, when
Bangladesh decided not to attend the
SAARC Summit at Islamabad, citing
Pakistan's interference in Bangladesh's
internal affairs, at a time when India
also decided to boycott, the decision
was viewed as Bangladesh aligning its
foreign policy position with India. One
analyst suggested that it reflects a far
more dependent relationship:

Under the current Bangladeshi
government, the relationship
between Dhaka and Delhi has
steadily evolved from being that
of two theoretically sovereign
and equal nations to one of cli-
ent and vassal in the image of
the former communist countries

of the Eastern Bloc and the erst-
while USSR.TI

This statement suggests an un-
derlying perception of an unequal rela-
tionship. The discussions on the defense
pact between the two countries, signed
during Sheikh Hasina's New Delhi visit
in 2017, bear that unease. There were
suggestions that Hasinds visit was de-
layed several times as she faced oppo-
sition to signing the deal. "Bangladesh
does not need a defense pact with In-
dia, or for that matter with any other
country, because it does not face any
threat ofexternal aggression from any
of its neighborsi' argued a former Ban-
gladeshi diplomat,T2 while another an-
alyst opined, 'h military alliance with
India, in particular, in the context of the
current geopolitical alignment would
be a disaster and will carry the poten-
tial of Bangladesh becoming a victim
of trossfire' in the current big-power
rivalrieslT3 There were suggestions that
the defense deal is being signed in the
interests of India.Ta Others cautioned
that it will increase anti-Indian senti-
ment.75

The eagerness of lndia signing a

defense deal, however limited in scope,

is a testimony to its security mindset.
The push came as a response to the
growing warmth between Bangladesh
and China which already is the prin-
cipal supplier of military hardware to
Bangladesh. With a goal to increase

its sphere of influence in South Asia
in general, particularly in Bangladesh,
China has signed 27 agreements worth
$25 billion during a high-profile visit of
Chinese President Xi Peng Hua in Oc-
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tober 2016. Bangladesh procured two
Chinese submarines in 2016 and signed
up for the One Belt One Road project.
These appear to have caused some con-
cerns whichledto Sheikh Hasina's com-
ment that "India need not worry about
Bangladesh*China tiesl'76 The threat
perception of India and consequent
rhetoric has occasionally appeared dis-
turbing to Bangladeshis. Comments of
the Chief of the Indian Army, General
Bipin Rawat, that "influx from Ban-
gladesh is proxy war by Pakistan with
the help of Chind'77 is a case in point.
Bangladesh government's decision not
to provide any official reaction only
helped to strengthen a sentiment that
it is unable to criticize India's establish-
rnent.78

Beyond these complex and nu-
anced issues which produce anxiety
and dissatisfaction among informed
citizens, there are issues which olfer a

simple perspective to the relations be-
tween these two countries for ordinary
citizens. The Rohingya crisis is a case in
point. As Baflgladesh faced the rdaunt-

ing task of sheltering 700,000 new ref-
ugees beginning August 2017 due to
the ethnic cleansing in Arakan by the
Myanmar Army, it was alleged that "In-
dia has washed its hands of the affair
and taken the side of the Myanmarese
governmenti'7e Although the ruling
partyleaders labored to prove that there
is no rift between these two countries
and that India is supportive of Bangla-
desh, public reaction was anger and
frustration.so It has contributed to the
extant perception that Bangladesh has

conceded more than what it received
from India.8l

Conclusions: I{here
to Go from Here?

FFihe paper intended to offer a

I historical narrative of the In-
I do-Bangladesh relationship and

to show the core arguments of the
critical perspective regarding the rela-
tionship between these two countries.
Overall, Bangladeshis are in favor of a
good neighborly relationship with In-
dia and recognize the need for greater

economic cooperation between these
two countries for shared prosperity.
The Pew Survey of 2Al4 showed that
7Ao,$ of. Bangladeshis have a favorable
opinion of India and that only 27a/o

perceived India as a threat.82 Yet, the
decline of the appeal of anti-Indian sen-

timent in domestic politics after 2008
reveals that despite the fractious nature
of Bangladeshi politics and historical
and religious diferences, this is not an

ingrained feature but is influenced by,

among other things, Indian policies and
actions.

Analysts have argued that "India
,.. is often seen as overbearing in the re-
gion,"83 This is essentially because of its
security-centric approach, which results
from an "under siege from neighbors'
mentalityl'84 Bangladeshis' perceptions
of India are no exception" India needs

to take a closer look at its neighborhood
policy, particularly in the context of re-
cent developments which indicate that
China has made serious inroads and
deep schisms have developed between
India and its neighbors. Some have sug-
gested that tndids ueighborhood-first
diplomacy is coming apart at the se*ms,

and the Congress is proclaiming that
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"The 'Neighbourhood First' policy has

degenerated into a 'Neighbourhood
Lost' policy wherein India has become
the isolated and distrusted next door
neighborl

The regional picture notwith-
standing, we can identify some partic-
ular sources of the negative perceptions
among Bangladeshis. They are: India's

lack of sensitivity toward the legitimate
claims over shared resources such as

transborder waters, portrayal of Ban-
gladesh as a threat to India's securitp
perceived interjections in domestic
politics, particularly adopting an open-
ly partisan position, and unwillingness
to act as an equal partner with great-

er responsibilities. Perceptions of In-
dia are also tied to the behavior of the
government of Bangladesh, particular-
ly in recent years. As the ruling pafty,
which has enjoyed unreserved support
of In&a, has increasingly become au-

thoritarian, India's support of it has im-
pacted the perception about India and
cast it in a negative light. It is now well
known that "the ruling AL government
has assiduously subverted democratic
norms and institutions"ss and it has tak-
en India's support for granted, which is

not in the best interests of India,86 and
this final point further contributes to
the negative aspects of the Indo-Ban-
gladesh relationship.
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